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Colour Burst  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fizzy champagne, queen pink, alluring teal and forest greens are just a few shades that can be spied in the latest där 

lighting collection.  

 

Peter Legg, lead designer, där lighting, talks about the brand’s latest celebration of colour: 

 

‘A happy home means something different to everyone, but we’ve seen a strong move towards schemes 

that sing out rather than whisper. Colour isn’t just for the walls and soft furnishings. Bringing colour into 

your lighting creates a subtle chromotherapy. Bright pops are perfect for bolder, playful homes while soft 

champagnes will evoke lighter energy for more neutral palettes.’ 

 

A blend of minimal and maximalism, the Federico 5 Light Cluster Pendant combines matt black with five 

spiralling oversized dimple glass shades in pink, amber and green. Echoing this juxtaposition of dark drama and pastel 

colours, the Esben Table Lamp has a touch-operated satin black base and is available with different glass options, 

including dimpled pink.  

 

The Cohen Single Wall Light in polished gold with organic champagne glass makes a great bedside companion or 

hallway highlighter. Also available is a coordinating semi-flush.  

 

Handcrafted from ceramic Violetta’s tactile artichoke form is framed in a punchy turquoise glaze. The grandly 

scaled Caycee Table Lamp has a spindle design constructed in solid wood and finished in a rich green.  

 
Left to right: Federico 5 Light Cluster in Matt Black and Mixed Coloured Glass, £216, Violetta in Blue with Griffith Shade, £192, Caycee with Ulyana 

Shade, £140.40, Esben in Black and Pink, £58.80, Cohen Wall Light in Polished Gold & Champagne, £60 

www.darlighting.co.uk 
 

ABOUT:  Founded in 1971 by a young art student with a mission to bring good design and inspiration to home lighting, där lighting is a long-

running family business based in Banbury. As one of the best-known designers and distributors of lighting in the UK, the local design team 

works to create exceptional and innovative designs that add individuality and ambience to any home. The lights are then sold through a 

selection of specialist retailers, chosen for their knowledge, expertise and ability to offer a great customer experience; där has worked with 

some of these for more than 40 years. The där brand is trusted, stands behind the quality of its products and is ready to hel p wherever and 

whenever it can. 
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